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Recap: extensions and 
amputations

Moving across different media influences 
the way we construct discourse and 
culture

New media create both extensions and 
amputations

We look forward to new media but we also 
look back nostalgically to old ones



Recap: transmedia
narratives and re-mediation

Intertextual webs spread across different 
media, creating transmedia narratives 

Communities of readers create meaning by 
trawling across media 

Re-mediation involves newer (extended) 
media ‘talking’ to older (amputated) one

“What’s wrong with the landline?”
“I prefer to text”

“Holmes never wrote a letter when a telegram would suffice”



Sherlock Holmes and 
the Internet



“But it’s the solar System!”

Task 1: Sherlock Holmes, gadget man: 
transports



Task 1: Sherlock Holmes, gadget man: 
transports

19th C. trains extend the reach of the industrial revolution
Trains powerful ideological symbol of power, speed, progress

Task 1: Sherlock Holmes, 
gadget man: Transports

19th c. technologies extend the reach of the industrial 
revolution and of its associated political ideologies and 
discourses.  But what about the amputations?

Watch the following clip and note down instances of:
• extensions
• amputations

Be ready to discuss your findings



Task 1: Sherlock Holmes, 
gadget man: Transports

Task 2: Transmedia Narratives
1. In groups, work on analysing either the Twilight or the Harry 

Potter intertexts

2. Make a map of all the different media in the intertextual
web. Model your work on the example on the handout 
provided

3. Re-construct various transmedia narratives. Which parts of 
the narrative are specific to each medium? What has been 
added by each? Include both generic elements and specific 
narrative points. 

Prepare to discuss your findings with the class. 



Lunch Task
1. As a group, pick a single text that has been 

represented in two different media (e.g. a Sherlock 
Holmes novel and a Sherlock Holmes film). 

2. Compare and contrast the two media: how do they 
re-mediate each other? What changes does each 
medium make to the text, its narrative, its 
charachterisation? (e.g. how can you render a 
character’s internal thoughts in a theatre 
performance?) Draw on the notions presented in 
today’s lecture, and  in the module in general.

3. Bring your work to the group tutorials, and be 
prepared to discuss.

QUESTIONS?


